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Consent Archipelago
A startlingly original, delightfully eerie tale for 9+ readers, with stunning
illustrations by a renowned and multi-award-winning artist Lily just wants
things to go back to the way they were: before she got sick, before her parents
decided to have another baby. So when she’s sent away to stay with her
grandmother while her mum has the baby, Lily is determined to go home. But
she doesn’t expect to find people in her house – people who look like her
parents, but definitely aren’t… Together with some unlikely animal
companions, Lily must face her fears and summon the courage to break into her
own house, and defeat ‘The Replacements’ before the night is out." Allegorical
and atmospheric, this is a modern classic to treasure, perfect for fans of
Coraline and A Monster Calls. 'A book of such wit and flair and delight: the kind
of book you finish and immediately begin again, so that you can live again
alongside the characters.’ - Katherine Rundell, bestselling author of
Rooftoppers
Nights Of Plague A&C Black
No Big Deal is a fierce and body-positive celebration of friendship, first crushes and loving yourself 'No
Big Deal is an iconic love song to everyone out there who knows that life isn't one size fits all' Julie
Murphy, bestselling author of Dumplin' Emily knows she's smart. Emily knows she's funny. Emily
knows she's awesome. Emily knows she's fat. She doesn't need anyone to tell her any of these things
- she likes herself and she likes her body. She just thinks it's time everyone else caught up. With a
newly-slim bestie, a mum knee-deep in fad diets and increasing pressure to change, Emily faces a

constant battle to be her true self. But when she meets gorgeous Joe, things start to change. Somehow,
she's going to have to convince everyone, including herself, that it's no big deal. No Big Deal is a funny
and inspiring debut YA novel from Bethany Rutter: influencer, editor and a fierce UK voice in the debate
around body positivity.
The Kingdom Vintage Canada
A Guardian Book of the Year and Chapters/Indigo Best Book A bestseller in Scandinavia -- Doppler is
the enchanting, subversive, and very unusual story about one man and his moose. This beguiling modern
fable tells the story of a man who, after the death of his father, abandons his home, his family, his career,
and the trappings of civilization for a makeshift tent in the woods where he adopts a moose-calf named
Bongo. Or is it Bongo who adopts him? Together they devote themselves, with some surprising results,
to the art of carefree living. Hilarious, touching, and poignant in equal measure -- you will read it with
tear-stained cheeks and sore sides -- Doppler is also a deeply subversive novel and a strong criticism of
modern consumer culture.
Everyone Dies Famous in a Small Town Bloomsbury Publishing
The new novel from the Miles Franklin shortlisted author of the much-loved The Book of Emmett.
Shortlisted for The Age Fiction prize and the Colin Roderick Prize 'Mum is the reference point. If you
ever get confused about anything, there she is, waiting with all her knowledge of you.' Grace Fisher,
mother of three, one day decides her husband is a sore disappointment and moves the family from
Melbourne to a coastal village in Victoria. But Ian's slow dissolution on the couch masked a depression
that will harrow him into an early grave, leaving the kids with a lifetime of questioning: what happened
to their father; how did he get so sad? Between their father's demise and Grace's hardscrabble existence
working at a local bakery, each child is left to find meaning on their own. Edie, the eldest child, locks
herself into a romantic ideal so lofty that it can't help but fail. The middle child, Juliet, struts and careens
through life, filling it only with what she can seduce, steal and manipulate. Sibling rivalry between sisters
proves the slowest and fiercest of burns. Love comes easily for Ted, the youngest, but when his wife
abandons him to raise two daughters on his own, the perils of fatherhood are laid bare. When Grace, the
distant, imperfect hub of the family, is diagnosed with terminal cancer, the siblings are forced to confront
each other as adults, and come to understand their mother. Written with her hallmark warmth, humour
and deftness of observation, Deborah Forster's follow-up novel to the Miles Franklin shortlisted The
Book of Emmett is a moving story of the loves and rivalries that burn at the heart of every family, and
the meaning that comes from it.
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Weirdo Weidenfeld & Nicolson
When three very different siblings, Fern, Rowan and Willow, go home for a Christmas reunion at
their family home in Edinburgh, it's not long before some VERY BIG SECRETS threaten their cosy
holiday ...The McAllister house on Arboretum Road has seen 120 Christmases since its completion.
This year, FERN is bringing her gorgeous boyfriend home and she wants everything to be perfect.But
her twin brother ROWAN would rather go on the pull than pull crackers with the family.And their
younger sister WILLOW is terrified of Christmas Day.With FOUR sleeps till Christmas,THREE
secretive siblings,TWO hot houseguests,And ONE juicy secret ...This Christmas, there will be some
BIG surprises under the tree.Sometimes at Christmas, you don't get what you want, you get what you
need...Sweet and sour, funny and moving, and very, very Christmassy - the perfect book to curl up
with this holiday.
A Modern Family Random House
Elling has a wildly overactive imagination and has been molly-coddled by his mother all his life, so when she dies he is
left completely incapable of taking care of himself. After a stint in the very helpful Broynes Rehabilitation Centre,
Elling returns to Oslo with his room-mate Kjell Bjarne in tow. Together the odd couple embark on a free-spirited new
life. On a quest to live like normal average people, Elling and Kjell's friendship grows - kittens, girlfriends and terrorist
poetry enter the equation - even fame beckons. But there are fears to conquer before that, answering the telephone for
one, leaving the house for another and the journey outdoors is by no means an easy one. A touching and hiliarious
comedy of anxiety from Norway's biggest talent, Beyond the Great Indoors rejoices in the simplest pleasures of life
and reminds us of the importance of conquering our everyday fears.
Doppler Random House Australia
This is the BOOK about codes and ciphers in Shakespeare. And it is also the MAP leading to Oak Island's Mercy
Point.
Lazy Days Swift Press
After the collapse of 'Aquazure', his swimming pool construction business, Larry and Miriam Kendall
have exiled themselves to a sleepy French village. When Miriam is summoned to her mother's
deathbed in Oxford, Larry begins to formulate a dazzling new idea: the creation of the most beautiful,
the most artistic swimming pool of all.
Boys and Girls Together Penguin
On a remote farm in northern Norway, eighty-year-old Anna Neshov is rushed to hospital after suffering a
stroke. Her three sons have not spoken in some time. Margido, a devout Christian, works in Trondheim as a
funeral director. Erlend, a successful window dresser, lives a life of luxury in a penthouse in Copenhagen,
while Tor, the eldest brother, remains rearing pigs on the decaying family farm. Aware of her failing health,
the trio reluctantly reunite over the winter holidays, where unexpected guests and the question of inheritance
prompt the revealing of some bizarre, and devestating, truths. Winner of the Riksm�l Prize in Norway.
Mercia's Take House of Anansi
Erlend Loe forteller her historien om Doppler. Han har nettopp mistet faren sin, og et fall under en sykkeltur
i Nordmarka medf�rer uventede reaksjoner. Til tross for at han har kone og barn, flytter han ut i skogen og
bosetter seg i et telt. Det nye livet er ensomt og slitsomt. Han slakter en elgku fordi han er sulten. Tilbake st�r
elgkalven Bongo, som etter hvert blir en god venn. Bongo hjelper for eksempel til med � frakte t�rket
elgkj�tt til butikken for � bruke det til � bytte til seg skummet melk.
All My Friends Are Superheroes Arcturus Publishing
A novel of love, friendship, and self-reinvention: “I can’t remember the last time I was so enchanted . . . zany,
surprising, full of twists and turns” (Ann Hood, author of The Knitting Circle and Something Blue). A translator of
Icelandic, the unnamed young woman who narrates Butterflies in November is perhaps more at home in the world of

language than the actual world. After a day of being dumped—twice—and accidentally killing a goose, she yearns to
escape from the chaos of her life. Instead, her best friend’s four-year-old deaf-mute son is unexpectedly left in her
care. But when the boy chooses the winning numbers for a lottery ticket, the two set off from Reykjavik along
Iceland’s Ring Road on a journey of discovery. Along the way, they encounter black sand beaches, cucumber farms,
lava fields, flocks of sheep, an Estonian choir, a falconer, a hitchhiker, and both of her exes desperate for another
chance. What begins as a spontaneous adventure will unexpectedly and profoundly change the way she views her past
and charts her future. Longlisted for the Independent Foreign Fiction Prize.
The Meaning Of Grace Grove/Atlantic, Inc.
From the bestselling author of Doppler, a wry and very funny look at the pitfalls of human existence
... and the charms of celebrity chef Nigella Lawson. Aspiring playwright Bror Telemann loves all
things British. His wife, Nina, loves everything German. So a family holiday at the foot of the Alps,
south of Munich — which Bror believes to be the birthplace of Nazism — is bound to cause tension.
Especially when Bror spends the whole time virtually stalking (and constantly fantasizing about) his
greatest obsession, British chef Nigella Lawson. Can Telemann continue to bear the pressure of his
empty existence? Or will his long-suffering family be the first to snap?
Berlin Poplars Farrar, Straus and Giroux
A lyrical and heartfelt collection by an award-winning writer that connects the lives of young people
from small towns in Alaska and the American west. Each story is unique, yet universal. In this book,
the impact of wildfire, a wayward priest, or a mysterious disappearance ricochet across communities,
threading through stories. Here, ordinary actions such as ice skating or going to church reveal hidden
truths. One choice threatens a lifelong friendship. Siblings save each other. Rescue and second
chances are possible, and so is revenge. On the surface, it seems that nothing ever happens in these
towns. But Bonnie-Sue Hitchcock shows that underneath that surface, teenagers' lives blaze with fury,
with secrets, and with love so strong it burns a path to the future.
The Antarctica of Love Pan Macmillan
A Richard & Judy Book Club pick ‘Suspenseful...original...I couldn’t put it down’ Stephen
King Two brothers. Bound by blood... And a lifetime of secrets. When Roy and Carl's parents die
suddenly, sixteen-year-old Roy is left as protector to his impulsive younger brother. But when Carl
decides to travel the world in search of his fortune, Roy stays behind in their sleepy village, satisfied
with his peaceful life as a mechanic. Years later, Carl returns with his charismatic new wife, Shannon -
an architect - full of exciting plans to build a hotel on their family land. But it's only a matter of time
before what begins as a jubilant homecoming sparks off a series of events that threaten to derail
everything Roy holds dear and family loyalty is stretched to violent ends. *JO NESBO HAS SOLD
OVER 55 MILLION BOOKS WORLDWIDE* Watch out for The Night House, the new Jo Nesbo
book, out now
Will and Testament Penguin Random House India Private Limited
An uncompromising and heartbreaking end to the story of Nicky and Kenny, the beloved brothers of the
Carnegie shortlisted Rook, beautifully told in McGowan’s gritty realism.
Kartography Seven Stories Press
'A brilliant debut' Guardian 1870s, the Black Country. Michael is a miner. But it's no life for a man. Michael
exhausts himself working two jobs, to send his son Luke to school, so he won't have to be a miner too. Down
the pit one day, he finds a seam of gold. If he gets it out, he can save his own life, and Luke's. But his
workmate has other ideas... Mercia's Take summons an England in the heat of the industrial revolution, and
the lives it took to make it. Gripping, powerful and intense, it is the debut of an astonishing new talent.
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Last Summer in the City Random House
Meet Bror Telemann. 42 years old. Husband to Nina Telemann. Father to Heidi, Berthold and Sabine.
Currently: stage director at the Norwegian National Theatre. Soon to be: world-famous playwright and
general talking head. Now he's on holiday with his family at the foot of the Alps, south of Munich. That's in
Germany. Nina loves Germany. Telemann does not. Telemann loves Nigella Lawson. Ahem... he loves the
theatre.That's better. So, whilst his wife and children frolic in the dusky sunshine with lederhosen-sporting,
schnitzel-scoffing locals, Telemann prefers to spend his time thinking about theatre... except when his mind
wanders... again. Subversive and original, this is the 2009 Norwegian bestseller from the deliciously dark mind
of Erlend Loe.
The History of Bees Simon and Schuster
It is April 1900, in the Levant, on the imaginary island of Mingheria-the twenty-ninth state of the Ottoman Empire-
located in the eastern Mediterranean between Crete and Cyprus. Half the population is Muslim, the other half are
Orthodox Greeks, and tension is high between the two. When a plague arrives-brought either by Muslim pilgrims
returning from the Mecca or by merchant vessels coming from Alexandria-the island revolts. To stop the epidemic,
the Ottoman sultan Abdul Hamid II sends his most accomplished quarantine expert to the island-an Orthodox
Christian. Some of the Muslims, including followers of a popular religious sect and its leader Sheikh Hamdullah,
refuse to take precautions or respect the quarantine. And then a murder occurs. As the plague continues its rapid
spread, the Sultan sends a second doctor to the island, this time a Muslim, and strict quarantine measures are declared.
But the incompetence of the island's governor and local administration and the people's refusal to respect the bans
doom the quarantine to failure, and the death count continues to rise. Faced with the danger that the plague might
spread to the West and to Istanbul, the Sultan bows to international pressure and allows foreign and Ottoman
warships to blockade the island. Now the people of Mingheria are on their own, and they must find a way to defeat the
plague themselves. Steeped in history and rife with suspense, Nights of Plague is an epic story set more than one
hundred years ago, with themes that feel remarkably contemporary.
The Swimming Pool Season Ember
As November stubs out the glow of autumn and the days tighten into shorter hours, winter's occupation
begins. Preparing for winter has its own rhythms, as old as our exchanges with the land. Of all the seasons, it
draws us together. But winter can be tough. It is a time of introspection, of looking inwards. Seasonal sadness;
winter blues; depression--such feelings are widespread in the darker months. But by looking outwards, by
being in and observing nature, we can appreciate its rhythms. We can learn to see and celebrate winter in all
its shadows and lights. In this moving and lyrical evocation of a British winter and the feelings it inspires,
Horatio Clare raises a torch against the darkness, illuminating the blackest corners of the season, and delving
into memory and myth to explore the powerful hold that winter has on us. By learning to see, we can find the
magic, the light that burns bright at the heart of winter: spring will come again.
Stay Another Day Bloomsbury Publishing
America in the 1960's; a golden time for the family, when children behaved, wives stayed at home and
men wore suits to work. But in all this perfection, reality, life, relationships and people can't help but
expose this idyll for the lie that it is. Dick is a respected writer, with a beautiful young wife, and two
children who he adores. So why isn't he happy? And why isn't his wife, Daisy, happy either?
Maintaining his marriage and earning enough to bring up his kids is hard enough, but the tumultuous
relationship with Daisy, debts, and his penchant for gambling make things even more difficult.
Despite these odds, Dick and Daisy drink, laugh and argue their way to a place of real tenderness.
First published in 1963, Boys and Girls Together is a truly modern love story, examining the
complexities of relationship, family, the nature of love, and ultimately, our need for it.
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